
7 bedroom Cave House for sale in Galera, Granada

Galera cave house amansio

Lovely large townhouse + cave (about 60% house / 40% cave) located 5 minutes walk from the center of Galera. The
spacious patio has a pine tree and views of La Sagra mountain. The house part is reformed in a traditional Spanish
style with lots of original character details. The cave part needs reforming (one room is reformed to a basic level).

The property has two front entrances. One entrance leads to a spacious hall. On the right is a living room, straight
ahead is a large closet and to the left are multiple rooms reformed to different levels that could become a sitting
room, office or bedrooms. The cave part includes a pair of connected rooms that circle round to the other front
entrance where a corridor leads to a kitchen, half bath and garage. Upstairs are 4 bedrooms, a full bathroom, a
balcony with great views, and 2 unreformed cave rooms. In total the property has up to 8 bedrooms. The upstairs
bedrooms have great views. Space for parking outside, quiet location.

This property can be lived in right away but will need modernising and reform. It is in excellent shape, very dry.

Bedrooms - 8+
Bathrooms - 1- 1/2
Water - connected
Electricity - connected
Sewage - connected
Internet - possible
Constructed - 212 m2
Superficie - 105 m2
Land Register - present
Title deed - present

You are welcome to visit us. Our office is located in the center of the village of Huescar. We will give you the best
service and information about properties in the Altiplano de Granada. We also help you obtain a NIE number and
open a bank account. Contact us anytime for a viewing. When possible, we also offer walk-in and weekend viewings.

  7 bedrooms   1 bathroom   212m² Build size
  105m² Plot size

60,000€
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